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"Tank On Tank is an arcade-style wargame that pits two teams of well-designed WWII
tanks against each other in combat. Each side can have a mix of tanks from the
American, British, German, and Russian branches." Gaming Go! - Magazine - a

magazine for gamers About The Game Tank On Tank Digital - East Front Battlepack 1 -
An excellent, practical simulation of two tanks fighting in the snow. (Spiel Des Jahres

2015) To see the images in higher resolution, click on the pictures in the gallery To see
the images in higher resolution, click on the pictures in the gallery The Game Tank On
Tank Digital - East Front Battlepack 1: "Tank On Tank is an arcade-style wargame that
pits two teams of well-designed WWII tanks against each other in combat. Each side
can have a mix of tanks from the American, British, German, and Russian branches."
Tank on Tank is an arcade-style game where you control one of the combat sides - as

a tank commander you have to lead your team to victory against the enemy. This time
you get the opportunity to choose from a variety of different tanks, from the American
through to the Russian, and enjoy eleven different maps. You can also take part in the

bonus game as a member of one of the tanks - the AI will give you a good fight in
pretty much every scenario. The Tank On Tank Digital - East Front Battlepack 1 offers

a variety of different action-packed scenarios, which can be played in groups, or
individually. At the beginning of the game, each side is given two infantry. The first

two turns are occupied by a preparation phase, which affects both sides, during which
the enemy will be able to be seen, the tanks will move freely, and events will take

place. The third turn is the combat phase, during which both tanks are activated, and
the other side can move. This will make all the difference between winning and losing

the game. These eleven different game-plans enable a true battle of wits and
creativity. The end of the combat phase will be followed by the intelligence phase.

During this phase, the tanks can be interrogated, recorded and marked for
observation. For the rest of the game, the tanks will observe the enemy and attempt
to outwit them, and for the last turn of the game, it is finally time to start making the

decision-making phase - hopefully to win the game.
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Features Key:

 100 levels of action-packed gameplay!
Panoramic battlefield re-playability!

Play solo, cooperatively or competitively
Interactive game-over screen

Time trial mode
Synchronous multi-player mode.
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Multiplayer - Select “Multiplayer” from your preferences to enable Multiplayer mode
for our Java desktop implementation. Click “Java” to learn how our Java
implementation works.
Trainer - Select “Trainer” from your preferences to enable Training mode for our Java
desktop implementation. Click “Java” to learn how our Java implementation works.

Overview

Play Pyramid Defense by using the mouse or game pads to avoid deadly spikes and fireballs
by moving your ship. The object of Pyramid Defense is to guide the small bomber above the
pyramid to the exit by avoiding obstacles.

To start, click the game settings button. You’ll have to select between “AI”, “Single Player”,
“Cooperative”, and “Competitive”.

The game also has two game settings. 

Vibra-tachina - Enabling the Vibra-tachina gives you an extra ability to attack without
controling the ship. This option can be disabled by default. To turn it on simply select it
under the Gameplay Settings.
Boom Blaster – Enabling the Boom Blaster gives you an extra ability to fire multiple
shots in the air. If you enable this feature, you’ll have to specifically turn it off under
the Gameplay Settings.
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